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From the President
Leigh McClintock

1. The biggest “event” of the past month was 
probably the search for Sevak Simonyan, missing 
in the Kanangra area. It is understood that he went 
alone to Kanangra Walls on 20 October, and that he 
did not intend to stay out overnight.

His family raised the alarm on 23 October; it made 
the ABC television news on the 26th. I am not 
exactly sure when the police and Bush Wilderness 
Rescue Squad started searching for him, but I do 
know that on the 28th BWRS appealed to SBW and 
other bushwalking clubs, to send searchers to help 
in the effort. The appeal came to me via Barbara 
Bruce, who may have been introduced by Vivien de 
Remy de Courcelles. By the time I spoke to Glenn 
Horrocks at BWRS, it was getting late. That was a 
problem, because Glenn wanted volunteers to show 
up at Kanangra at 0800 the next morning.

I was unsure what to do. I contacted Communications 
Secretary John Flint and asked him to email the 
membership. It turned out that he was in Malaysia, 
but he managed to do it, anyway. 

Over the next few days, the search was repeatedly 
extended, being abandoned at last on 9 November. 
In all, BWRS contacted me four times; we responded 
each time with an appeal to our members. Some 
appeals went to everyone, others to leaders, one 
only to leaders who had recently led walks in the 
Kanangra area. 

We were not well organised to handle the appeal for 
help; nevertheless the response from our members 
was magnificent. Thanks to them (and there were 
at least eight that I know of) SBW can hold its head 
high. I was very proud.

We do need to get some procedures in place so we 
can respond faster and more efficiently in future. It 
is very unusual for BWRS to ask clubs to assist, and 
I do not expect it to become a regular thing.

It appears that the search was in vain. That is very 
sad, but it is also a warning. When the club says not 
to go out on your own into the wilderness, there’s a 
good reason for it.

2. The summer activities program has been 

distributed. More than 90 activities to choose 
from, including about 10 extended trips, here and 
overseas. My thanks to all the leaders who have 
committed to take us interesting places. Gratifyingly, 
there are several new leaders on this program (and 
some who have re-emerged after a long absence).

On the subject of leaders, at its November meeting 
the Committee decided to have some sort of event 
to thank and fete our leaders. As Activities Secretary 
Tom Brennan said “They go to the trouble of leading 
a walk, and the only thing they get from the club 
is a request to put on another one”! That’s taking 
leaders for granted; we should show a little more 
appreciation. Just how we will do this is yet to be 
determined.

3. The club’s financial ingoings and outgoings this 
year are well below last year’s level, but most of the 
differences are accounted for by grants/expenditure 
for Coolana. Apart from those items, the underlying 
situation remains much as it has been in recent 
years – we are running at a surplus.

We have plenty of funds available to do what we 
need to do in 2015. Treasurer Margaret Carey is 
working on a draft budget this month. It will include 
a reduction in fees for “electronic” members. The 
proposed reductions – to $35 for Active Members 
and $15 for Inactive Members Fees – have been 
adopted by the Committee, and will be put to the 
membership at the AGM next March.

4. Good news from Coolana. Patrick James has 
informed me that the toilet is back in commission. 
Part of the rehab process involved digging out and 
reburying the accumulated compost. Apparently this 
part of the operation revealed that not everybody 
respects the basic rule: This Is A Toilet, Not A 
Rubbish Bin. Take your rubbish out. If you put 
it down the toilet, pretty soon the toilet will stop 
working again. 

Patrick articulated this toilet golden rule in very 
direct terms, too direct for my delicate constitution. 
If you have any doubt about what is intended here, 
I’m sure Patrick will be happy to let you have it – in 
full, with both barrels.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the April meeting:

Amanda Mallon
Joanne Armstrong

Garry O’Toole

Michelle Rose
Mandy Creighton
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The SBW Magazine Project - Update
Richard Pattison

October 2014 was a record month with 9 magazines 
being completed. The project’s objective is to digitise 
all of SBW’s historical magazines and preserve them 
for eternity. We need your help, you can read more 
here: http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/

The first annual “set” of SBW’s history was completed 
during October – we now have all of SBW’s 1980 
magazines digitised. Thank you to Rachel who 
completed all 12 editions!

Thank you to the 16 volunteers that have so 
contributed their time to this project. The current 
“Leaderboard” of completed magazines is illustrated  
below.

Magazines

763
Completed in October

9
Completed

      56 (7.4%)

Social Program

17 Dec - Annual Christmas Party. The club’s annual Christmas party! Do not miss this great oppurtunity 
to eat and catch up with fellow members. The club supplies all drinks, alcoholic and non-alcoholic, plates 
and cutlery. All required of you is to bring yourself and a plate of food to share. This great event is held 
at the back of the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre unless it pours with rain.

7 Jan - SBW Annual Picnic at Balmoral Beach. The annual SBW feature event. Come to the southern 
end of Balmoral Beach from 6pm and join with old and new members for a very enjoyable evening.  
Bring along a picnic meal or buy fish and chips at the nearby shops. No need to phone.

18 Feb - Social Event - Kimberley Kapers. Another of Rosemary McDonald’s Kimberley adventures, 
with a particular difference. “This time we cruised up the coast from Broome in a 65ft yacht, did overnight 
and day walks into the back country, came up close to crocs and sharks - and had to run from a bushfire 
in the middle of the night. Come and hear about our experiences! Maybe consider arranging something 
similar yourself (minus the fire)”

If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au 

All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm. 
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.

Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian 
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.

http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/
social@sbw.org.au
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The Brennan Scale
Richard Pattison

With the opening of the new canyon season in 
November, it’s a fitting time for a quick refresher 
on the canyon quality rating system, also known as 
“The Brennan Scale”.

The Brennan scale is designed to offer a rating of a 
canyon’s quality, rather than its difficulty. It is a 10 
point scale, all integers, leading from the poorest 
canyon at 1 up to the most perfect canyon at 10. 
The quality of a canyon is dependent on several 
key factors: width, height, darkness, twisty-ness, 
scrub-iness, boulder-ness, and ultimately the “feel” 
of the place.

The scale certainly helps to direct attention towards 
the higher “bang for your buck” canyons, or at least, 
makes an otherwise annoying 3 hour bush bash 
approach, into an enjoyable bushwalk, knowing that 
a solid quality 7 canyon is waiting for you. 

That works for “known” canyons with published 
ratings on dedicated websites like http://ozultimate.
com/canyoning, however, what about unknown 
canyons? 

Simon Hager is leading a couple of exploratory 
canyon trips over Summer, how will Simon & team 
members rate the canyon? How will they resolve a 
consistent assessment?

Well, just in-time for the new season, a portable in-
field guide has just been released by the Australian 
Canyoning Association. The visualisation offers 
a quick reference table for exploratory canyoners 
to quickly gauge and assess the quality of canyon 
they’re in, compared to stand-out canyons across 
each of the 10 point scale. Here is a reproduction of 
the “The Brennan Scale”.

The Brennan scale

Update - Coolana Toilet back in business.
Patrick James

Work on the Coolana toilet was successfully 
carried out on weekend 8/9 November 2014.  So 
successful was the work that there has been no 
need to decommission the toilet.  Some 100 litres 
of compost has been removed from the chamber 
and buried as required.  Remember that the toilet is 
only for faeces, urine and toilet paper (that’s poop, 
pee and paper or turds, tissue and twinkle) plus a 
scoop of bulking material.  The bulking material has 
changed from sawdust to rice hulls which adds a 

bright, light fawn colour to the process. On removing 
the compost no jewellery was found but it was very 
apparent that some people do not follow the faeces, 
urine and toilet paper mantra.

At some stage in the next few years repair and 
maintenance will require the toilet to be closed 
for a few weeks. Patrick James patrickjames28@
optusnet.com.au.

http://ozultimate.com/canyoning
http://ozultimate.com/canyoning
mailto:patrickjames28@optusnet.com.au
mailto:patrickjames28@optusnet.com.au
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Members Portrait: Peter Cai
Bruno de Villenoisy- Photos: Peter Cai

Peter Cai and SBW found each other in unexpected 
circumstances in August 2011 when Peter and 
a group of friends who had planned to walk from 
Kanangra to Katoomba (K2K) in one day lost their 
way and were rescued near Mt Berry by an SBW 
party of 16 led by David Trinder. 

On that day Peter realised that enthusiasm without 
the safety net of deep bushwalking experience could 
potentially be very dangerous in the wilderness 
areas of the Blue Mountains. 

Peter Joined SBW a week later and now three years 
on he is a totally different person, more skilful and 
aware of local conditions, yet still as enthusiastic as 
ever.

All of us who have met Peter know that he talks fast, 
walks fast and takes the most wonderful photos. 
After walks, late in the night, while most of us have 
long gone to bed, Peter is still up, busy selecting, 
processing and sharing his photos generously by 
email and on Facebook with everyone who is lucky 
enough to walk with him.

Over the years he has built an enormous library of 
photos and statistics of his walks complete with GPS 
graphs. It’s fair to say that he has been tracking 
and keeping records of SBW members’ movements 
more closely than the National Security Agency 
(NSA).

After years of leading walks for his own club, the 

Sydney Hiking Club, a club that focuses on the 
Chinese community with many of its members 
subsequently joining SBW, on 11 October this year 
Peter led his first walk for SBW. 

In true Peter’s style it was the BOB walk, little 50 
kilometres walk in the RNP with a group of people 
some of whom had been supporting and walking 
with him over the last three years. We had a fantastic 
weather and walked past many iconic sights, Tofu 
Rock, another of Peter’s contribution, Eagle Rock, 
Garie Beach, Burning Palms and back in about 12 
hours. 

Peter likes to look after his party and the 50 
kilometres length was not just a random number, 
it was there to make sure that at the 50th kilometre 
mark, Peter could take a photo of his GPS and send 
it as a birthday postcard to a member of the party 
who was celebrating her 50th birthday on that day. 

SBW members can look forward to many more 
exciting walks from Peter in the years to come, and 
for the older crowd just make sure you don’t go 
along on your birthday, or keep it quiet, because 
your birthday postcard may require you walk further  
than you can handle, even by SBW standards! 
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Jim Smith’s latest book on the Blue Mountains

Jim Smith is publishing a new limited edition of the 
1899 classic Ten Years with the Palette, Shot Gun 
and Rifle in the Blue Mountains, New South Wales 
by Sidney Bellingham. Bellingham was born in 
London in 1857 and migrated to Australia in 1879. 
A trained artist, he found living by the “palette” too 
difficult in 19th-century colonial society and turned 
to the “shot gun and rifle”, advertising himself as a 
professional hunting guide in the Blue Mountains. 
He established the Katoomba Shooting, Excursion 
and Fishing Club in 1888 and its members carried 
out exploratory ‘excursions’ into some of the wildest 
areas of the Blue Mountains. It could be argued that 
his club was the first bushwalking club in New South 
Wales. Bellingham left the Blue Mountains in 1892 
and moved to Victoria where he died in 1952.

A keen observer of nature, Bellingham published 
the first detailed descriptions of Blue Mountains 
and Jenolan Caves fauna and sensitive descriptions 
of the landscapes they lived in. His book provides 
a valuable record of the wildlife as it was before 
widespread settlement in the region. As habitat 
change and increased hunting decimated animal 
populations, Bellingham promoted conservation 
values through his role as editor of the Australian 
Shooting and Fishing Annual. Bellingham’s book is 
the first book to be written about the Blue Mountains 
which was not a tourists’ guidebook and is the first 
autobiographical work by someone who lived in the 
region.

This new edition of Bellingham’s book includes 
extensive annotations and commentary by Blue 
Mountains ecologist and historian Jim Smith 
and the first biography of Bellingham, including 
descriptions of his pioneering Blue Mountains 
explorations. Bellingham’s 1902 article on Wallaroos 
is also included. There are also nearly 100 historic 
illustrations not present in the original edition.

This book is of particular interest to conservationists 
as Bellingham describes the natural history of 
Blue Mountains mammals, including Possums, 
Wallabies, Wallaroos, Koalas Wombats, Dingoes and 
Platypus. The habits of local birds and reptiles are 
also described and there is a separate chapter on 
Lyrebirds, which Bellingham described as the “king 
of Australian birds”. The areas described, as they 

were in the 1880s, include the Kedumba, Kanimbla 
and Burragorang Valleys, Jenolan Caves, Cox’s 
River and Kanangra Walls. Bellingham’s hunting 
activities, some of which are difficult for today’s 
conservationists to read, are put into the context of a 
history of hunting in the Blue Mountains researched 
by Jim Smith.

Bonus Material!

Purchasers will receive a free copy of a facsimile 
edition of Bellingham’s 1885 Guide to the Fish River 
Caves, the first published guidebook to Jenolan 
Caves. Another bonus is a free A3 map of one of the 
most beautiful walking tracks in the Blue Mountains, 
constructed by Peter Mulheran in the same year that 
Bellingham’s book was published. This forgotten 
track, on Kings Tableland at Wentworth Falls, was 
restored by local volunteers and reopened by Jim 
Smith earlier this year. 

How to order your book.

Jim Smith’s limited edition books are not sold 
through bookshops. Usually, only the number of 
pre-ordered copies is printed.

To obtain your copy it is necessary to prepay by the 
last week of November 2014.

There are two editions: a black and white edition 
costing $20 and a special edition for collectors, with 
the illustrations in colour, costing $39. 

These prices include postage and GST.

Payment options.

1. Send a cheque or money order made out to Jim 
Smith to 65 Fletcher Street Wentworth Falls, New 
South Wales, 2782. or, 

2. Electronic transfer of funds to Teachers Mutual 
Bank BSB 812–170 account of J.L. Smith, number 
7437750. If using this method you must also write 
to Jim Smith at the above address with your details 
and the number of books ordered. (he does not use 
email).

Books signed and receipts issued on request. 
Institutions can be invoiced.

Can you help?
Long standing members of SBW Joe Strater and 
Sheila Zaman are looking for temporary, short term 
accommodation in the Blue Mtns while they look 
around for somewhere to rent (they are building a 

house in Blackheath). If anyone has a room to rent 
with kitchen access, house sit etc anywhere in the 
Blue Mountains area please contact Sheila via email 
asap. sheilajeanmcfarlane@gmail.com

mailto:sheilajeanmcfarlane@gmail.com
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Whatever Happened to The Great River Walk 
(GRW)?
Roger Treagus

What is GRW?

It started life as a concept by a committee of 
politicians, public servants and local business leaders 
to develop a long distance walking and multi use 
track following the Hawkesbury River from source 
to sea. No one on the Committee was a bushwalker 
so they didn’t know whether you could actually walk 
it along existing tracks and negotiable routes.

Does it actually exist?

Yes it does although by that name only in a few 
selected sections so far

Has it ever been walked from one end to the 
other?

SBW volunteered to walk the entire length of the 
river to prove to the Committee that the route 
was walkable and could be developed. This was 
a walking project covering 4 years from 2000 to 
2004 and was in the SBW activity program divided 
up into over 30 individual stages led by Wilf Hilder 
down the right bank and myself down the left bank. 
When we started on the very first stage my wife was 
pregnant and on the final stage 4 years later, my 4 
year old son led the entire group to the finish line 

at Barrenjoey Lighthouse. Now that is a long walk!

What exactly is the route?

The route starts at the source of the Wollondilly 
near the town of Laggan, 30km north west of 
Goulburn, follows the river through private property 
to Goulburn and then through more private property 
through to Canyonleigh and the beginning to the 
40km long deep gorge section. The gorge is very 
rocky but negotiable and continues to the beginning 
of the restricted catchment lands surrounding Lake 
Burragorang. From here the restricted catchment is 
avoided by following the trails through Yerranderie, 
Mt Cookem and the Wild Dogs,across the Cox and 
up to Narrow Neck, returning to the river via trails 
across Jamieson Valley and down through the 
Blue Labryinth. Trails then follow the river through 
to Wisemans Ferry where the Great North Road, 
Simpsons Track and tracks through Dharug and 
Popran National Parks are followed to either Bar 
Point or the Peats Ferry Bridge where Brooklyn can 
be reached.

From there a ferry goes to Little Wobby with tracks 
to Patonga and another ferry to Palm Beach and the 
short walk up to the Barrenjoey lighthouse. Total 
distance is 450km.

Wilf Hilder pioneered an alternative route that 
diverged from the Wollondilly at the Wingecarribee 
River and picked up bush corridors via Bargo River, 
Nepean River and the Hawkesbury right bank down 
to Singleton’s Mill and Marra Marra National Park 
eventually linking up with the Great North Walk at 
Berowra Ferry which met up with the initial route at 
Brooklyn. 

Wasn’t there a GRW walk on the SBW program 
recently that was described as a new stage?

Yes, on the 19th October we walked from Maroota 
to Lower Portland which linked up a new route from 
Pitt Town to the Colo junction made possible by 
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access permission by cooperative landowners. It 
represented the last link in joining right bank trails 
from Pitt Town to the start of the Lower Portland to 
Wisemans Ferry section. 

How do we find the GRW and where is 
information on the track?

The only official GRW section is along the banks of 
the Nepean River at Penrith where the council have 
spent over $1 million dollars with new bridges and 
pathways. Hawkesbury Council is also spending 
money on the bridge over Rickaby’s Creek and 
there are plans for a future bridge over South Creek 
that will link Windsor to Pitt Town. But generally 
there is no indication where the GRW is as nothing 
official has happened on the ground. The GRW 
Committee are seeking government grants for track 
improvements but more importantly, distinctive 
signposting with a similar philosophy to that used 
on the Great North Walk. Negotiations with councils 
and NPWS still have to be made to make official 
the identified route at least though crown land and 
national park. This means virtually the entire track 
system downstream of Lower Portland to Broken 
Bay. Once this happens brochures, guides and maps 
may be produced promoting the track but this may 
still be years away.

What is the best section to walk at the moment 
and how do I find it?

The lower sections closer to Broken Bay are through 
more interesting country and avoid private property 
such as from Wisemans Ferry to Gentlemans Halt 
on the right bank or Wisemans Ferry to Mangrove 

Creek on the left bank. Exact route descriptions 
including GRs are still being refined as they are 
still not officially GRW. This description could be 
published with the caveat that the route still has to 
be officially proclaimed. The story of the original 4 
year walk was published in the SBW magazine 10 
years ago as it was in fact exactly 10 years since we 
finished.

Is there any chance that some of the really 
interesting sections could be walked again 
and put in the SBW program?

Yes. Hopefully in both the autumn and winter 
programs coming up.

Will the entire long distance track ever be 
finished?

It will take some political will for this to happen 
like it did for the Great North Walk but unlike the 
GNW there is a greater difficulty here with the 
continuous private properties upstream of Lake 
Burragorang and the need to get agreements from 
over 100 landowners. That may never happen but 
a shortened GRW from Penrith to the sea is much 
more likely.

If GRW is never finished was it worth walking 
the full distance

The 4 years of walking the GRW was a magical 
experience, not just for the remote country but for 
all the people we met and the fabulous people we 
walked with. See the photos of those walks. Yes it 
was worth it, every kilometer of it.  

Photos: 

Previous page from top left to bottom right: GRW 
track underwater - Home stretch - Near Mt Debert.

This page. top left: New Yard hut - above: finish at 
Barrenjoey - left: Stage 11 on the river.
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Glenbrook Gorge, Red Hand Gully and more
12 Oct: Brendon Anderson

I was looking forward 
to this walk, it’s an area 
I have overlooked in 
the past. I attribute my 
new interest to recently 
reading the second 
edition History of the 
Blue Labyrinth; so armed 
with an adventures 
spirit and new found 
knowledge, a walk was 
conceived. I planned to 
visit and link together 
some of the more 
classic and interesting 
locations, making use 
of its diversity. The 

resulting walk I hoped would be both worthy of the 
club’s program and achieve a Q rating, that would 
almost guarantee plenty of interest.

So the group conveniently gathered at Lapstone 
station at 7am. The weather was looking good with 
a forecast of 30, and after formalities we set off 
for the Nepean River and the walking track that 
would take us to Glenbrook Creek. Along the way 
I was reminded why I enjoy early mornings out in 
the Bush: a chorus of birds lined the river and the 
water so calm, well before any disturbance by jet 
skis. Glenbrook Creek was reached with little effort 
and at this point we could see Rocky Island a result 
of rocks being washed from the Gorge by flood mid-
1940’s; the rocks themselves were spoil blasted 
from the Bluff deviation works.

The Scale of Glenbrook Gorge is immediately 
obvious and any sign of a track not so, or at least 
for the most part, so the group made good use of 
“suitable shoes for rock hoping”. Moving further into 

the gorge the morning sun continued to impress 
highlighting golden walls of sandstone while trees 
to the east were back lit and rimed with a warm 
glow. There was no great rush, the group was 
moving well, so we stop for morning tea. You could 
see at this location why the towering cliffs were 
popular with rock climbers and after morning tea 
the presence of a rough track was becoming more 
frequent: I assumed the climbers walked in from 
this end of the gorge providing a foot pad. As the 
day warmed up Eastern Water Skinks came out to 
bask and our attention shifted to the Jelly Bean Pool 
and the prospect of a swim. The track improved 
to your typical tourist track in the area of the jelly 
Bean Pool and the rubbish left by such individuals 
was disappointing. So on we walked to Glenbrook 
Causeway and then the Red Hands Track. We soon 
clocked up a few quick kilometres following Camp 
Fire Creek and the Red Hands Gully. As for leaders 
duties, I had only the walk to enjoy. As we passed 
several types of wild flowers I stopped for a quick 
photo for later identification. 

Red Hands cave was approaching where we stopped 
for lunch. During lunch the area and its significance 
may have connected with each member of the walk 
in different ways but for me it was a child size hand 
stencil in red ochre among the 70+ others that 
stuck in my mind: it was no larger than my three 
year old son and evoked a somber reflection.

Following lunch we had the most adventurous leg 
of the day ahead of us as we tackled some more 
off track walking on the way to Kanuka Brook. But 
the mandatory off track component of this Q walk 
was completed prematurely and replaced with an 
unmapped and rough track that included the odd 
scramble into Kanuka Brook, probably considered 
off track by some but no challenge for this group. 
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Once in Kanuka Brook the water quality improved 
greatly to that which we had seen previously in the 
day. It’s relatively pristine catchment made for quite 
a pretty creek and was enjoyed as we moved to 
complete our loop back towards Glenbrook Creek. 
A suitable swim spot was found at the junction of 
Glenbrook Creek and Kanuka brook not far from the 
Duck Hole and afternoon temperatures made it hard 
to resist a swim or for the more weary a short nap 
in the shade.  The walk was almost complete and 
a little more creek side track walking would shortly 
have us finding our exit point indicated by a large 
bend in the creek. The high temperatures persisted 
well into the afternoon as we left Glenbrook Creek 
and walked up the ridge with the only relief coming 
from some occasional cloud cover. The walk was 
soon ended at Glenbrook station where we waited 
for the next train back to Lapstone. 

The Wet!
You have to experience it to believe it.

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au rrwillis@internode.on.net    Ph: 08 8985 2134

Willis’s Walkabouts

See the land at its spectacular best. Enjoy swim after

tropical swim as you marvel at the thundering

waterfalls for which our region is famous. Our warm

rain and light packs must be experienced to be

believed. Visit our wet season page and see for

yourself. www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au/wet.shtml

Easy, hard or in between, we offer trips to suit every

bushwalker who wants to experience something

completely different.

Better still — we will give a minimum of a $500

discount to anyone who quotes this ad and books one

of our trips beginning before 1 April 2015.  Please ask

us for details. Photo: Jim Jim Falls in January.
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SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy 
Pallin Club membership.

Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this 
newsletter and they will honor this offer!

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

Emmanuelle Convert

Leaders: After the activity, reports can be submitted via the online form (preferred), or to walksreporting@
sbw.org.au. Even if your walk is cancelled, please send a brief email advising the same. Keep the signature 
sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email the report and 
any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au. 

It would be nice to have photos in this section: send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion.

Walks and Activities Report

7 Sep 2014 Glenbrook Gorge Area Blue Mountains NP

The main objective of this walk was to find and follow the very steep, rough 
track down from Tunnel View Lookout to Glenbrook Creek at the bottom of 
Glenbrook Gorge. Pleasingly we accomplished this objective without any 
problem, and we felt a real sense of adventure as we descended the steep 
slopes. Earlier on the walk we enjoyed a passing visit to Jellybean Pool, 
and wended our way to Tunnel View Lookout via Portal Waterhole. From 
the Lookout there were great views down to the creek in the gorge far 
below. We finished this scenic day with welcome hot chocolates at a café in 
Glenbrook village.

Nigel Weaver

Skye O’Donnell
Lyn Terrey
Margaret Carey
Patricia Huang

27-28 Sep 2014 Navigation, First Aid, Bushcraft Blue Mountains NP

Six prospectives demonstrated skills required to navigate off track, terrain 
varied from thick scrub to open ridge walking, encountering the odd ascent 
and descent we practiced hand-line assisted rock scrambling topping off the 
walk with a little rock hopping and a steep ridge climb. We were rewarded 
with an inspiring view into a very deep and narrow section of Wentworth 
Creek.

A well rounded walk gave us many opportunity to discuss the dangers 
encountered while bushwalking and the treatment and prevention of 
injuries with the use of first aid and bush craft, all the time practicing a 
minimal impact approach to walking and camping.

Brendon Anderson

P Members

Joanne Armstrong
Laurence Bate
Garry O’Toole
Samira Birch
Paddy Aicken
Anna Hinder

30 Sep-2 Oct 2014 Widden Valley Wollemi NP Yuri Bolotin

Paul Barton
Tony Holgate
Skye O’Donnell
Neil Hickson

http://www.paddypallin.com.au/
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
http://sbw.org.au/walk-reporting
mailto:walksreporting%40sbw.org.au?subject=
mailto:walksreporting%40sbw.org.au?subject=
mailto:editor%40sbw.org.au?subject=
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3-6 Oct 2014 Guthega Loop Kosciuszko NP

The weather was excellent. We left Sydney on Friday evening and camped the 
night at Lower Island Bend. Headed off on Saturday Morning after Breakfast 
from Guthega, taking Illawong track and then hiked up to 55HFV2078071407 
where we setup the camp and walked again toward Mount Twynam and came 
back from a little bit lower to the campsite trying to avoid snow.

On Sunday we headed north for Mt Tate and then we joined Tate East Ridge 
after Gills Knob - where because of very strong wind decided to explore the 
other side of ridge, so we headed down to Guthega river and followed the 
river to Guthega and then back to the tent. Below is the track log that Nima 
did with his GPS on the second day:

http://www.movescount.com/moves/move42363730#

Shahram Landarani

Nima Zarbakht

P Members

Asiyeh Ansari

4 Oct 2014 Engadine - Heathcote Heathcote NP

This was a new area for the Leader, except for the first section of the 
walk when we followed Loftus Creek. During the walk we enjoyed some 
lovely water views of Woronora River, where we found a pleasant riverside 
lunch spot. Later on we descended from the main track down to Heathcote 
Creek where we had a delightful rest break on the extensive rock shelves 
alongside lovely Banya Pool. The walk was mostly on fire trails, although 
there were two short sections on foot tracks in the afternoon. We passed 
through a lot of pleasant bushland which was embellished by dozens and 
dozens of bright red Gymea Lilies. In fact, we would have easily passed by 
more than one hundred of them by the walk’s end. We got to Heathcote 
station at about 3.15pm to wind up a good day out in a new area for 
probably all of us.

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver
Melanie Freer
Tim Yewdall
Susan Healey
Christine McColl
Robert Sames
Vicky Zhang
Pamela Irving

P Members

Yoon-Jung Kang
Brian Tomney
Tina Hsu
Amanda Mallon
Brett Alexander

4 Oct 2014 Grose Valley Triple Yo Yo Blue Mountains NP

An early start 7.35am on a sunny spring mountain morning. Descended 
Govetts Leap and continued to Blue Gum for a morning snack. Ascended 
Du Faurs and onto Lockleys taking in spectacular views.

Spotted a Whip Snake descending Du Faurs and took a break at Govetts 
Creek to relax and cool off in the water. One walker decided to miss Perry’s 
and returned to Govetts via Horse track and Evans lookout meeting the 
group later at Govetts. As usual ascent and descent of Perry’s presented 
the rest of us with a good challenge.

Made good time on return journey before suddenly being interrupted by 
a huge Brown Snake at Acacia Flat that gave the leader and few others 
a good scare. Friendlier wildlife in the form of an Eastern Water Dragon 
greeted the group back at Junction Rock before taking on the last big climb 
of the day via some refreshing water showers back to the cars at Govetts 
5.45pm. Dinner at The Grand View Hotel Wentworth Falls was very much 
appreciated after another adventure in the mountains.

Alan Carpenter

Frances Botrell
Cathy Hui
Wayne Gardner
Peter Cai
Bruno De-Villenoisy

P Members

Lyonel Tan

http://www.movescount.com/moves/move42363730
http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-first-aid.seo
http://www.bushwalk.com
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4 – 6 Oct 2014 Bimberi Peak Namadgi NP

A pretty tough walk. The first day had total elevation change of +1460 and 
-900 m with a step ascent up Stockland spur from the get go. Myself, Lucy 
and Deb took the easy option and missed the off track part of Mt Gingera. 
Lucy decided not to climb the track to the peak and had a sleep. I went up 
with Deborah after dropping packs and met the others for lunch. Amazing 
views around Namadgi and right down to Mt Jagungal and the Main range.

After lunch a long walk down on firetrail before up an old track to camp at 
Leura Gap.

The second day started off-track, some scrub was thick but not too bad. 
Deb our prospective was feeling the load of her pack and slowed down. We 
lightened her load and proceeded to Bimberi Peak for lunch. On the way 
down I met up with a Tiger snake. At Murrays Gap we had an extended 
break which allowed for Deb to have a bit more food for extra energy as she 
was a bit light on lunch. We proceeded at a normal pace after being rested 
and ended up at Ponds Creek Flat for camp.

There are no fires in this part of the park so cooked dinner on gas again. 
On the last day the walking was easier and mostly downhill. Alan, Jim and 
Carley climbed up to Split rock while the rest of us walked at a leisurely 
pace. We all met up at the agreed spot and strolled down Orroral Valley to 
the cars for a midday finish and the drive home.

This is probably one of the toughest Q walks on the program for the last few 
years. Deb did amazingly well and had a great attitude throughout.

John Flint

Lucy Keating 
David Angell 
Paul Barton 
Carley Finn 
Jim Collier 
Alan Osland

P Members

Deborah Ng

4 – 6 Oct 2014 Mt Colong Blue Mountains NP

Another excellent walk. Hot weather on Sun and Mon, which dictated early 
starts. Some massive damage by pigs along the Kowmung, but indications 
of recent eradication. Inglis Selection Track is now virtually non-existent as 
is the route down Green Gulley. Back at the cars by 2.30pm Mon for the 
drive home.

Owen Kimberley

Michele Powell 
Stephen Brading 
Yvonne Brading 
Neil Hickson

P Members

Michael Hensen

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical 

Walks Database, found by logging in to the Members Area on our website and 
following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from 
its inception to the present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see 

what walks have been done there in the past! 
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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4 – 6 Oct 2014 Budawangs Folly Morton NP

This trip took us into the heart of the Budawangs Wilderness Area. 

Folly Point is an area that is rarely visited anymore since NP moved the 
carpark gate years ago. However the views are spectacular, and lots of 
pagodas to play on. The whole point of this trip was to visit Sluice Box Falls 
and getting there involved travelling through untracked Budawangs scrub… 
always a challenge! 

Glen had a copy of the old Budawangs sketch map with him that showed a 
campsite on a spur near Sluice Box Falls. As we travelled down that spur I 
did notice the old fireplace of that campsite. It did however, have 3 ms of 
hakea and banksia growing in the middle of it. The ridges are tough!

However every now and then you drop into gullies and you find yourself in 
a mossy green world.

Sluice Box Falls is possibly unique – carved from conglomerate – it resembles 
the riffles of a goldmining sluice box. 

When I planned this trip I knew it was going to be interesting. What I was 
not aware of was the diversity of terrain we were to visit - open heath, cool 
temperate rain forest and beautiful woodlands. So impressed :)

Big thanks to Steve for co-leading, and big thanks to the motley crew for 
coming along… you were awesome!

Melinda Turner Ste-
phen Dolphin

Jim Close
Glen Draper
Jeff Boyd
Grace Love
Peter Love
Kerry Atkins

5 Oct 2014 Killalea SRA beaches and bush Illawarra

It was a very warm day so walking through the forest and along beaches 
was greatly appreciated by the thirteen participants.

Bill Holland

Debra Holland
John Robb
Amanda Mallon,
Tina Hsu 
Sue Bremner
Elizabeth Challenor
Stephanie Yeung
Laurie Woodbury
Ronda Guy
Col Mehag
Jennifer Mehag
Ruth Friedman
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5 Oct 2014 Victoria Falls to Govetts Leap Blue Mountains NP David Trinder

Rosemary MacDougal
Diane Zhang
Dave McRae
Sosia Jiang
Tim Sutherland
Chris Dowling
Geraldine Vaughan
Joanna Penny

P Members

Brett Alexander

11 Oct 2014 Megalong Head Blue Mountains NP

We descended Devils Hole and arrived at the Six Foot track. Once we got to 
Megalong Creek we had morning tea and then starting climbing the ridge 
to the cliff line. Everyone easily climbed the Head with its spikes, chains 
and exposure. We lunched with a fantastic view of the Megalong Valley and 
across to the Wild Dogs. From there it was an easy walk back to Nellies 
Glen and the track to Devils Hole.

Angela Barton

Cvet Jankulovska
John Flint
Paul Barton
Cathy Hui
Julio Rodrigues
Wendy Drapac

P Members

Michael Barton
Brett Alexander

http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
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11 Oct 2014 The Royal BOB Walk Royal NP

This is my first leading walk with SBW, walking in my favourite Royal 
National Park where I named Western “Wedding Cake or Cheese Cake” to 
Asian “Tofu Rock” in 2004 and I have been over 100 times since then.

All of us are very fit and make a good team. We adjusted route from 60 
KM to 50 KM due to extreme hot day. We started walk at 6:50 AM along 
classic coast track route and had morning tea of 25 minutes in Garie Beach, 
arrived at Otford Lookout at 12:50 PM, had lunch break of 45 minutes there 
. After lunch we walked under shade along Garawarra Ridge and Currs 
Moors Track, which made us very comfortable. We had afternoon tea of 15 
minutes next “Eagle Rock” before heading to Bundeena. All of us completed 
walk with smile face to the end under the target of about 12 hours.

Thanks all of you for coming and supporting my “first”.

I look forward to walking “The Royal BOB Walk” with members of SBW in 
near future. I may lead “BOB Walk” annually to show beauty of Royal not 
only “ToFu Rock” but also some secret sites.

Peter Cai

Helen MacDonald
Frances Bottrell
Monica Matisan
Alan Carpenter
Bruno De Villenoisy

P Members

Charitha Mohottige

11-12 Oct 2014 Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

It was a beautiful day for walking, and we set out in good spirits up the hill 
to the Medlow Gap fire trail. When we reached Breakfast Creek, we found 
that it was running, but only just. Our fears about water supply grew, as 
every creek running off the escarpment after Medlow Gap was bone dry. 
We had intended to camp at Mobbs Swamp, but there were only a couple 
of tiny, rancid looking puddles there, so we decided to push on down Blue 
Pup spur to the confluence of Coxs River and Breakfast Creek. But first we 
climbed up to Splendour Rock, being rewarded with the wonderful views for 
which it is so famous. A little later, Knights Deck was equally worthwhile.

We were disappointed to find that the bed of Breakfast Creek was dry 
where it ran into the Coxs, but a party of two fisherpersons, who had come 
down from Dunphys Carpark, directed us to some pools just upstream. It 
had been a long day, but the pleasant campsite revived our good humour.

All that remained on Sunday was to follow Breakfast Creek and Carlons 
Creek back up to the car park. This was achieved early enough to enjoy 
lunch at the Megalong Tea Rooms, leaving the crackers and tuna/cheese 
etc in the packs, to be eaten another day.

We saw several good-sized goannas and a black snake, sunning itself on 
the track beside Breakfast Creek. The only other people we met were the 
two fishing in Coxs River. They had caught a few, but nothing big enough 
to eat.

Leigh McClintock

David Bell

P Members

Mandy Creighton

http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
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12 Oct 2014 Glenbrook Gorge, Red Hands Gully… Blue Mountains NP

See article.

Brendon Anderson

Martyne Preston
Melanie Freer
Janina Syndler

P Members

Tracy Edwards
Einion Thompson
Stuart Miller
Yoon-jung Kang
Elizabeth Sharaq 

12 Oct 2014 Nepean Gorge Lookouts Blue Mountains NP

We had a fine and warm day to walk in this little-visited section of Blue 
Mountains National Park which is actually on the eastern side of Nepean 
River with access from Mulgoa, south of Penrith. This section of the Park 
is located on a high and hilly forested area which offers wonderful clifftop 
views down into the Nepean River Gorge far below. There are three lookouts 
close to the start of the walk from which we could see clearly down into 
the river. We enjoyed similar views later on from Riley’s Mountain Lookout, 
which also gave us fine views westwards across the mountains to Euroka 
Clearing, Mt Banks, and Mt Wilson. We then had lunch at the spectacular 
Nepean Narrows Lookout, which included northward views along the gorge 
to parts of the Cumberland Plain. From there we returned to the cars via a 
route with some minor variations from the outward journey.

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver
Jenny Stephens
Robert Sames
Pamela Campbell
Misako Sugiyama
Glenn Draper
Geoffrey Colman

P Members

Liz Challenor
Antoinette Cano
Scott Lee
Brian Tomney
Stephanie Orrock 

12 Oct 2014 Dalpura and Kamarah Canyons Blue Mountains NP

Despite it being advertised as a potential beginner’s trip, it ended up being 
a party of people who have led canyoning trips, except for Lucy, who I 
threatened to put in charge! As a result, everything went pretty smoothly. 
The main challenge was the bridging exercise to stay dry in Kamarah 
Canyon, which kept everyone on edge. Unfortunately despite the camera 
there were no splashes!

Tom Brennan

Rod Wales
Neil Soutar
Rachel Grindlay
Lucy Keatinge

P Members

Peter Marshall 
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15 Oct 2014 Flat Rocks Dharug NP

Thunderstorms the night before prompted some SBW members to withdraw, 
but conditions on the day were dry and pleasant. Still many Spring flowers. 
Visited two major Aboriginal engraving sites, navigating along a charming 
ridge line. A rewarding day.

John Kennett

Robyn Christie
Rosemary MacDougal

P Members

Lynn Dabbs
Kevin Williams

Visitors

8 people from Bush 
Club

18 Oct 2014 Redledge Pass Blue Mountains NP

Redledge Pass was easily reached and we had morning tea overlooking the 
Megalong Valley. After looking at some of the mines we made our way to 
Coral Creek and along to the Devils Hole. An enjoyable day was had by all.

Angela Barton

Shahram Landarani
Tim Yewdall

P Members

Wei Ye (Sean)
Asiyeh Ansari

18 Oct 2014 K2K On Another Day ( Limit 8 ) Blue Mountains NP

Any tiredness soon disappeared with the majestic surrounds of Kanangra 
Walls an enthusiastic & happy bunch of walkers maintained a good pace 
taking time to admire some of the many awesome views along our 
challenging journey to Katoomba. Luckily the weather Gods were kind to 
us with a beautiful spring day after taking water at Dex Creek it started 
to warm up as we descended Mt Strongleg to Coxs River & filled up with 
more water from Kanangra Creek. Three people walked & ran ahead from 
Mt Yellow Dog to finish at locked gate Narrow Neck within 12 hours. The 
rest of the group kept up a good pace & were greeted at the top of narrow 
neck with refreshing drinks & treats thanks to support from Jim Vaughan. A 
contented but tired group enjoyed a relaxing dinner at Katoomba.

Alan Carpenter & 
Frances Bottrell

Bruno De Villenoisy
Jane Fielding
Peter Cai
Wayne Gardner
Helen Macdonald
Genevieve Savill

P Members

Charitha Mohottige
Lyonel Tan
Clive Roberts

18-19 Oct 2014 Mt Cloudmaker and Gingra Range Kanangra-Boyd NP

An enjoyable weekend. Coolish weather on Saturday and Saturday night. 
Back at the cars at 1.15pm Sunday (before weather warmed-up too much). 
Lots of wildflowers in bloom.

Owen Kimberley

Michele Powell 
Wil Desain 
Carol Desain 
Tim Sutherland 
Jim Collier 
Carley Finn

P Members

Michael Hensen
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19 Oct 2014 Cowan to Brooklyn Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Weather was fantastic. Most were new members. Joy told me she is not 
fast walker. I remember her. She quitted the walk 2 hours after started last 
year. That was her first walk. She did not give up. She did few walks with 
Nigel this year. She actually walked this track last month. She really wants 
to do bushwalking. I told her no need to worry the speed. We all would wait 
for her. I told the other members that this was not fast walk because I’m 
not a fast walker on the email. Everyone were very patient to wait for her. 
She really improved very much. She needs more similar walk to practise. 
She said there are only Nigel & I provide the non qualify walk on this club. 
It was not easy for her to finish the walk. We all celebrated her walk.

Rosetta Lee

Amanda Mallon
Virginia Waller
Wendy Drapac

P Members

Scott Lee
Joy Gamutan
Brian Tomney
Elizabeth Challenor
Serje Robidoux

19 Oct 2014 Great River Walk Hawkesbury River

Weather was fine and very warm. Our route was designed to keep as close 
to the river as possible from Lower Crescent Reach through to Gloucester 
Reach and the mouth of the Colo River. We walked through 5 private 
properties and were told of snake hazards by one owner but in fact never 
saw any. Old convict trails possibly laid down around 1795 were followed 
through the bush. Morning tea was on top of a low cliff with spectacular 
views of the river near the historic Pages Wharf. After walking along local 
roads following the river downstream towards Sackville we diverted through 
two properties to end up at the old Sackville cemetery. The Dargle ridge 
trail was then followed to its end at a cliff edge where there seemed at least 
at first inspection to be no easy way down into the remote looking Dargle 
valley. However Rosemary found the way down through notches in the cliff 
and we ended up, after passing a herd of cows, at the Dargle ski resort, a 
welcome ice cream and a swim at the beach. A good place for afternoon 
tea. The final stretch was over a series of ridges to a track that dropped 
down to the road only 100metres from the old punt at Lower Portland and a 
great view across the river to the mouth of the Colo River. The walk ended 
here at 5pm and someone’s pedometer measured 22km which was about 
3 km more than I had calculated which shows bushwalkers never walk in a 
straight line. A very enjoyable day along an unusual route but a bit too hot.

Roger Treagus

Jim Close
Susan Healey
Jenny Stephens
Rosemary McDougall
Jan McLean
Brett Alexander
Kerry Atkins

Visitors

Mary O’Sullivan
Phil Whiffin
Lisette Rudge
Petros Nikoloudis
Michele Rose
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19 Oct 2014 Galong Creek Blue Mountains NP

A spectacular day for weather and what one member described as, "the 
best day walk ever". Lots of suprises in the beautiful walking canyon of 
Galong Creek - waterfalls, swimming holes and lots of rock scrambling/
climbing around slippery pink granite. 

Definitely worth going back to again for longer swims in Summer and with 
a 20m handline!

Caro Ryan

Gavin Marshall
John Flint
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles
Tony Manes
Jim Vaughan
Marcia Kaye

25 Oct 2014 Coast Track Royal NP

Another fantastic day in the great outdoors with a fit and enthusiastic 
(large) group. A near perfect day for walking along the coast however 
it was pretty warm during the morning before a most welcome slight 
southerly breeze cooled down the afternoon. NPWS have dipped into their 
coffers and are undertaking track maintenance along the southern end of 
the track between Palm Jungle and Burning Palms due to the deep erosion 
the heavily used track has caused.

As we walked down the hill towards the southern end of Burning Palms 
there was a large Lace Monitor across the track and many photos were 
taken.

We made very good time throughout the walk with minimal stops however 
some did squeeze in a refreshing dip at Little Marley and some much 
appreciated rehydration at Buneenda RSL!

One of our numbers pulled out early in the walk due to illness. Disappointingly 
one Prospective member who had asked to bring a visitor along didn’t show 
and made no contact – hopefully the President’s recent newsletter article 
will have some impact.

Congratulations to the Prospective members who completed their qualifying 
walk.

Robert Carter

Joanna Penney
Damon Nomad
Tim Yewdall
Paul Notholt
Petros Nikoloudis
Glenn Draper
Jim Close
Wayne Gardner
Angela Barton
Julio Rodrigues

P Members

Melina Boskovic
Regina Law
Philip Law
Yoon-Jung Kang
Laurence Bate
Michelle Rose
Amanda Mallon
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25-26 Oct 2014 Three Rivers Walk Blue Mountains NP

Day one: This turned out to be another wonderful, remember-able trip into 
our wonderful wild rivers.

We met at 8:00 AM Dunphy's camp ground, walked along Ironpot ridge 
down Ironmonger spur to the junction of breakfast creek and Coxs river. 

We wanted to get to the Coxs early as the day was forecast to be about 28 
deg. We arrived about 10:30 and immediately proceed to have morning tea 
and a swim. 

After morning tea and feeling much cooler we leisurely ambled up the Coxs 
to the beautiful camping spot on the jenolan river. This camping spot never 
ceases to amaze me. This must be one of the only untouched red cedar 
forests left in Australia. After having lunch we were discussing how far 
up the Jenolan gorge we would go and two people on horses with two 
pack horses rode into the camp spot. To our amazement Luke Carlon was 
carrying the packs of several Catholic bushwalkers enroute to finding an old 
plan crash. After having a good chat with Luke and the group we walked 
up Jenolan gorge.

The Jenolan gorge main choke point was very deep following a flood earlier 
so we had to brave the cold and swim the twenty metres through. After 
going approx 2km further up the gorge we turned around and returned to 
camp. Jim had a brief fish and caught three small trout. Alas they were too 
small so his frying pan ended up unused. We had a few spots of rain which 
encouraged us to hit the sack at a reasonable hour.

Day Two: Another very clear day greeted us in the morning. After a spot of 
bird watching in the cedars we proceeded up the Cox's. It was very hot so 
we have frequent swims. We arrived at Galongs creek junction at 12ish had 
a long lunch. The trip over flaggis clear to little river was cancelled due to 
the heat. After a long body cooling swim we braved the walk out via tinpot 
hill. We arrived back at the cars within 3 hours and finished with a meal 
together in Katoomba.

Wildlife seen. Two small snakes (possibly whip snakes, three goannas, 
kangaroos, numerous birds (lyrebirds, Gerringongs, thornbills, whistlers, 
sea eagles, wedgetailed eagles plus others ) and various fish (carp, trout 
and smelt).

Jim Vaughan

Helen McDonald
John Rob

Visitor

Kerrie Vaughan
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25-26 Oct 2014 Splendour in the Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

Easy going weekend out in the Wild Dogs. We reached the campsite at 
Splendour Rock early. Sun shower came thru, followed by hail - a chiaroscuro 
affair, complete with a rainbow! Settled in for a long, relaxed happy hour. It 
was Phillip’s birthday, and Judy had made the most amazing cake I’ve ever 
seen on a bushwalk. On Sunday we visited the furnished cave on Warrigal, 
then on to Mouin. Firetrail out was a hot, muggy slog. Nearly lost Ted, so 
glad we didn’t! 

Melinda Turner

Stephen Dolphin
Tim Sutherland
Ted Nixon
Phillip Worledge
Judy Tent
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26 Oct 2014 West Head Bays   Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

The weather turned out to be perfect for this walk, clear skies, warm 
weather and inviting sea. We started from Elvina Track and quickly veered 
north east off track and stopped at Frederick pool, a magnificent freshwater 
pool overlooking Pittwater. From then we bushbashed down the ridge to 
Lovetts Bay and joined the Morning Bay Track. The party took its first swim 
by the ferry terminal at Morning Bay. Then because of the high tide things 
started to get a bit more adventurous than anticipated when we had to 
swim across the Morning Bay estuary. Our backpacks were ferried across 
the water by a boat that just happened to be there! We then mostly walked 
off track just above the shore line to the main Morning Bay beach where we 
had lunch and swam for about an hour. We continued after lunch towards 
Towlers Bay before walking up a creek to the top of the ridge. We had our 
afternoon break at Towlers lookout while enjoying the expansive view over 
Pittwater before finishing our walk on the Bairne Track. Altogether a short 
and diverse walk made more adventurous by the high tide. 16.5kms.

Bruno De Villenoisy

Janina Szyndler
Leigh McClintock
Bill Raffle
Gordon Jagger
Wendy Drapac

P Members

Sue Tiller
Sheila McDowall
Jeff Allen
Thania Rajakaruna
Stuart Miller

26 Oct 2014 Seven Bridges Walk Sydney

Great day out catching up with friends and helping the Cancer Council raise 
much needed funds.

Frances Bottrell

Nicola Piper 
Sandra See 
Rosemary MacDougal

Walk updates

Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly 
program such as changes in walk dates. 

Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen 
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates. 
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